
1.  SOUTHEAST TRANSITWAY - RIVERSIDE STATION TO BILLINGS BRIDGE STATION -
INVESTIGATION OF NOISE ATTENUATION FENCING OPTIONS

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS AS AMENDED

That Council approve:

1. That a noise barrier (modified Option 4) be installed on the Southeast
Transitway, Riverside Station/Billings Bridge Station;

2. That the $650,000 in Account 900268 be designated for the noise barrier
and that a report be prepared for the transfer of funds from another
account;

3. That staff bring forward an action plan for creating a bridge at Sawmill
Creek to connect Heron Park North to Billings Bridge Transit Station.

DOCUMENTATION

1.  Director, Engineering report dated 1 June 2000 is immediately attached.

2. Extract of Minute, Transportation Committee, 21 June 2000 follows the report.

3. Extract of Draft Minute, Transportation Committee, 5 July 2000 will be
distributed prior to Council and will include a record of the vote.
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REGION OF OTTAWA-CARLETON REPORT
RÉGION D’OTTAWA-CARLETON RAPPORT

 Our File/N/Réf. 50 12-00-0022
Your File/V/Réf.

DATE 01 June 2000

TO/DEST. Co-ordinator Transportation Committee

FROM/EXP. Director Engineering Division
Environment and Transportation Department

SUBJECT/OBJET SOUTHEAST TRANSITWAY - RIVERSIDE STATION TO
BILLINGS BRIDGE STATION - INVESTIGATION OF NOISE
ATTENUATION FENCING OPTIONS

DEPARTMENTAL RECOMMENDATION

That Transportation Committee recommend Council direct staff to take no further action in
the investigation of noise attenuation fencing options along Pleasant Park, Mountbatten,
Blossom Drive and Lamira Street, abutting the Southeast Transitway, as the investigation has
not provided an alternative which has the consensus of all the residents.

BACKGROUND

Following the opening of the Southeast Transitway between Riverside Station and Billings Bridge
Station in the Fall of 1996, the Region received a number of complaints from residents about noise
levels resulting from OC Transpo bus operations on this section of the Transitway.

To address these concerns, a public meeting was held on 05 November 1997 at the Rideau Park
United Church in Alta Vista.  As a result of the meeting, Regional staff agreed to undertake noise
monitoring at two locations along the eastern side of the Transitway on selected residences on Pleasant
Park Road and Mountbatten Avenue.  Three additional noise monitoring locations on Lamira Street
were approved by Transportation Committee on 04 February 1998 and approved by Council on
25 February 1998.  Each noise monitoring location was selected by the residents at the public meeting
as being representative of each residential area along this section of the Southeast Transitway.
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The report concluded that in accordance with Regional policy criteria, increased noise levels as a result
of Transitway operations were insufficient to warrant any mitigation measures.  The monitoring results,
the Region’s policy criteria under which the results were evaluated and the conclusions of the study are
available on the Region’s web page (Transportation Committee, 07 July 1999 – Item 3, Southeast
Transitway, Riverside Drive to Billings Bridge Station, Noise Monitoring Report).

At the 07 July 1999 meeting, where the report was tabled, Councillor Hume and Mr. Haddad of 146
Pleasant Park both addressed Transportation Committee on behalf of the affected residents.  As a result
of their presentations, Committee carried two motions as follows:

1. That the Transportation Committee approve in principle the installation of a
solid plank noise barrier fencing for the properties along Pleasant Park,
Mountbatten and Blossom Drive abutting the Transitway and that staff report
back to Committee on the acceptance of the property owners concerned
regarding a continuous barrier as well as their acceptance of ongoing
maintenance of the barrier and on the specific design and specific costs for the
recommended noise barrier fencing in the event that residents are accepting of
the earlier points as per Figure 1.

(Figure 1 showed the geographical area in question and was marked during the meeting to indicate that
the fence location referred to above ran along the rear lot line, on the private property of the Pleasant
Park and Mountbatten lots where they abut the emergency fire access lane).

2. That staff be directed to investigate alternative solutions including the installation
of solid plank noise barrier fencing for the homes along Lamira Street and that a
report on the options be presented to Committee.

INTRODUCTION

When considering the impact of noise on communities abutting a Regional Road or Transitway, the
Region’s noise policy considers the noise levels averaged over a 16 hour time period.  However, at the
public meeting of 05 November 1997, the residents were adamant in noting that they were more
concerned with the peak noise as each bus passed by, particularly at night.

Staff consulted with Mr. Neil Standen, P.Eng., the acoustics expert who carried out the earlier noise
study in this area on behalf of the Region and who is conversant with the issues along this section of the
Transitway.  Based upon his earlier knowledge and experience, Mr. Standen was asked to assess a
range of noise barrier fencing heights in terms of their ability to attenuate the peak noise levels from
individual bus pass by events as identified by the residents.

Mr. Standen advised that to achieve the perception for the human ear that the maximum (or peak)
loudness is attenuated by about half, that maximum loudness would need to be attenuated by 10 dBA.
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This is the minimum attenuation needed to produce an acceptable, and perceptible, reduction in the
noise impact.  The bus noise would still be audible, but at 50% of its former level.

Based upon this philosophy and supported by detailed technical analysis, Mr. Standen drew several key
conclusions:

1. In order to reduce the loudness of individual bus pass by events by 10 dBA, the noise barrier
fencing, in the locations specified in the Transportation Committee motions, would need to be 4
m. (13 ft.) high;

2. A barrier 5 m. (16 ft.) high would be needed to provide any perceptible reduction in the peak
noise levels at 2098 Lamira Street;

3. A barrier 2.5 m. (8 ft.) high would provide insufficient attenuation to be perceived as any
meaningful improvement; and

4. A 4 m. barrier will not attenuate noise impacting second storey windows at night.

Based on the foregoing conclusions staff made a presentation to the residents of Pleasant Park,
Mountbatten and Lamira on 29 March 2000.

The presentation illustrated the recommended 4 m. high fencing located on, and at the rear of, the
Pleasant Park and Mountbatten properties and bordering on the adjacent public property (Option 1,
Sketch 1).  The design assumptions and estimated costs were also tabled.

The public property noted above lies between the Pleasant Park and Mountbatten properties and the
CN right-of-way.  It is currently owned by the City of Ottawa and, in part, is encumbered with an
emergency fire access lane for the Ottawa Fire Department (OFD) from Pleasant Park to the Lamira
cul-de-sac.  Discussions with the OFD revealed that the emergency access lane is no longer required
for this purpose and they have no further interest in this facility.

Recent correspondence received from the City of Ottawa has indicated that the City is prepared to
convey this property to the Region for $1.

During discussions with CN Rail, the railway indicated that although they would entertain rigidly
controlled access by a fencing Contractor, they would not permit the fence to be located on CN
property.

Therefore, with this information at hand, staff also prepared a similar option with the same 4 m. high
fencing located on the public property immediately adjacent to the CN Rail right-of-way (Option 2,
Sketch 1).
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Options 1 and 2 both extend from Pleasant Park Road to the Lamira Street cul-de-sac.
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In accordance with the second Committee motion to investigate a potential noise abatement solution for
the residents on Lamira Street, the investigation considered a 4 m. high fence located on, and at the rear
of, their private properties (Option 3, Sketch 2).  The estimated costs are shown in the summary table.

There was no resident support whatsoever for Option 1 from the Pleasant Park and Mountbatten
residents.
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After discussion, the residents asked staff to investigate 2 further options:

a) A variation of Option 2 except the fence would begin approximately 65 m. from Pleasant Park
Road and carry through the Lamira cul-de-sac area to the north property line of 2082 Lamira
(Option 2A, Sketch 3).
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b) A fence located directly adjacent to the Transitway (Option 4, Sketch 4).

Costs for Option 2A were pro-rated from Option 2.  Staff investigated Option 4 in sufficient detail to
determine order of magnitude costs and reported back to the residents with both options on 19 April
2000.  The presentation to the residents provided graphical images of the 4 m high fence at various
locations, design assumptions and tables summarizing the conceptual costs for the alternative options.

Additional presentations were made to other individuals who were unable to attend the 19 April 2000
meeting.

To date, there has been no consensus on any of the investigated options.

In total, a series of five fence options were investigated to try and reach an alternative which was
acceptable to everyone in the neighbourhood.  A brief description of each option, including conceptual
costs is outlined below.
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SUMMARY TABLE

Option 1 A 4 m. high fence, 200 m. long, located at the rear of the Pleasant Park and
Mountbatten properties.
Conceptual estimate - $216,000.
This option was totally unacceptable to the residents.

Option 2 A 4 m. high fence, 200 m. long, located adjacent to the CN right-of-way between
Pleasant Park and the Lamira cul-de-sac.
Conceptual estimate - $380,000.
This option was acceptable to some residents conditional on some modifications and
prompted the investigation of Option 2A.

Option 3 A 4 m. high fence, 330 m. long, located at the rear of the Lamira properties which back
onto the Transitway/CN right-of-way.  This fence would need to be 5 m. high at 2098
Lamira.  This option would be installed on private property and would be extremely
disruptive to each property.
Conceptual estimate - $441,000.
This option was considered to be too intrusive by some residents who would be
affected and prompted the investigation of Option 4.

Supplementary options:

Option 2A A 4 m. high fence, 270 m. long, located adjacent to the CN right-of-way, starting 65 m.
south of Pleasant Park and extending to the north property line of 2082 Lamira.
Conceptual estimate - $463,000.
This option was only acceptable to some of the residents who would be affected.  With
this option, the original length of Option 3 is reduced.  This will result in an associated
reduction in the original cost of Option 3 by $60,000.

Option 4 A 4 m. high fence, 350 m. long, located directly adjacent to the Transitway.
Considering the potential for salt damage, this barrier would need to be concrete and as
such would require a new structural support wall.
Conceptual estimate -  $935,000.

CONCLUSIONS

In accordance with current Regional policy criteria, increased noise levels as a result of Transitway
operations in this corridor are insufficient to warrant the installation of any mitigation measures.
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Two meetings were held with the residents who live adjacent to the Transitway and who are affected by
the increased noise levels and this potential undertaking.  Although there are 30+ houses which face the
Transitway corridor and are directly affected by the bus noise, eight households were represented at the
initial meeting on 29 March 2000, and six households at the second meeting on 19 April 2000.

Bearing in mind the original motions carried at the 07 July 1999 Transportation Committee meeting, only
Option 2A and a ‘reduced length’ Option 3, or Option 2A and Option 4, will meet the objectives of
both motions of Transportation Committee.

Options 2A and 3 represent a 4 m. high noise barrier wall from 65 m. short of Pleasant Park Road to
the Archdiocese property (500 m±).  The installation of this wall would have a significant environmental
impact on the area, both public and private, with costs of construction estimated at $850,000.

Options 2A and 4 will have less of an environmental impact since Option 4 is located at Transitway
level.  However, combined estimated costs are $1,400,000.

The remaining funds in the Southeast Transitway, Riverside Station to Billings Bridge Station Account
(Order No. 900268) are approximately $650,000.  Therefore, to install a noise barrier wall in
accordance with the two motions as carried by the Transportation Committee meeting of 07 July 1999,
additional funds will need to be approved by Council as well as the Transition Board.

Given that there was a lack of consensus from the residents on this issue, staff recommend no further
action.

A synopsis of this report was delivered to each residence affected by this potential work during the
week commencing 05 June 2000, together with a covering letter advising that this matter would be
brought before Regional Transportation Committee on 21 June 2000.

Approved by
J. Miller, P.Eng.



Extract of Minute
Transportation Committee
21 June 2000

SOUTHEAST TRANSITWAY - RIVERSIDE STATION TO BILLINGS BRIDGE
STATION - INVESTIGATION OF NOISE ATTENUATION FENCING OPTIONS       
- Motion TC-4-99
- Director, Engineering report dated 1 Jun 00

The committee received a detailed overview of the report from Paul Clarke, Project Manager
and the consultant, Neil Standen who had carried out the earlier noise study for this area.  A
copy of the presentation is held on file.

The Director of Engineering, Jim Miller, stated there were two particular problem areas that
needed to be addressed:  Pleasant Park/Mountbatten and Lamira.  He indicated staff were
unable to receive consensus from residents on an overall program.  He clarified that the report
states that approximately $700,000 remains in the budget for the Southeast Transitway, but this
amount is actually $650,000.

When he learned that the acoustic consultant was not aware of the Region’s use of Leq 30
minutes instead of Leq 16 hours, Councillor Legendre reminded staff to send a message to the
consultants they hire that the Region is now using this shorter time period to measure noise.

Councillor Hume stated that the concerns of residents are legitimate and for many, it is difficult
to live in their homes because they are so negatively affected by the noise of the transitway.
Unfortunately, there is no consensus among residents for a preferred option.  On behalf of the
residents, he urged committee to appropriate the dollars and direct staff to go ahead and do
what needs to be done.

Lubomyr Chabursky indicated he was representing the residents living on Lamira Street.  He
advised that noise is a problem during peak periods, so much so that he cannot even open his
windows.  Not only is it the buses that are making the noise, but also utility trucks using the
transitway also create a problem.  Because of the incline on his side of the transitway and the
wall on the far side, noise is bounced off and reflected back into the community.  He asked that
committee consider these concerns and to direct staff to look at another option along the lines of
Option 4, but at minimal cost.

When questioned what he would consider to be the other option for Option 4, Mr. Chabursky
explained it would be a barrier that sits on the concrete wall of the transitway.  He opined this
would provide the best long-term solution because it is the least affected by salt caused by the
buses.  He also suggested building a barrier of wood planking located behind the concrete wall.
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Questions arose on whether there were funds available in the transitway budget to respond to
this noise problem and the Director advised that an analysis carried out initially concluded that
sound barriers were not warranted on this side of the transitway, based on the policy for noise
barriers that existed at the time.  Therefore, funds were not allocated for sound attenuation.  Mr.
Standen added that the criteria had always been an Leq of 16 hours and the original decision
was based on an assessment before the transitway was built.  It was determined that noise
levels would be higher than the criteria, but not exceeding that which would require the RMOC
to attenuate.

Diana Haddad indicated that her home is located at the corner of Pleasant Park and the
transitway.  While she does hear noise from the buses, she admitted she was not particularly
bothered it.  However, she was concerned about Option 2A because she was opposed to
erecting a sound barrier at all because, in her view, it was not necessary and she did not believe
it would be cost effective.  From an environmental point of view, greenspace, including mature
trees, would be lost if that option was chosen and it would not be aesthetically appealing.  The
thought of having to look at a 4 metre high barrier alongside her property was quite
unacceptable to her.

Michel Haddad indicated that the option which extends the sound barrier from Pleasant Park to
the Lamira cul de sac was most acceptable to him because it is placed far from his home and
will have a significant affect on the peak noise.  Mr. Haddad opined that the policy that is in
place to address noise issues such as infrastructure of transportation development, is not
sufficient to mitigate the negative effects on residents.  He noted that until the transitway was
built, there were only five trains/day for 15 years.  Now, there are approximately 100
buses/hour during peak periods, as well as utility vehicles on the transitway day and night.  In an
effort to reduce costs and make Option 2A more acceptable to others, he proposed a reduction
of the length of the distance of the noise fence to about the end of his cousins’ property at 136
Pleasant Park Road.  He believed this would be an acceptable compromise for everyone
involved and would result in a reduction in the overall cost.  He suggested that a small fence built
on his property would be reasonable.  He recognized there would still be residents opposed to
this modified option, and suggested the installation of a planking fence along the transitway might
reduce noise and be more visually acceptable to residents.  He stressed that it was incumbent
on the committee to ensure that when infrastructure is put in, to the benefit of all the community,
that the people who are adjacent to those developments are not negatively impacted by that
infrastructure.

Mr. Pruner explained that he bought his property on Lamira Street from the city of Ottawa and
built his home there.  However, with so much noise emanating from the transitway, some
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residents have had difficulty selling their homes.  He believed the Region should correct this
wrong, regardless of cost.  He also believed the posted speed limit of 50 km/h is being well-
exceeded by most bus drivers.

Lois Smith suggested that one possible solution is to erect an anesthetically-pleasing sound
barrier and to allow crawling plants such as Virginia Creeper to grow along the top of it.  She
indicated this would be much more attractive than a concrete barrier.

At this point in the discussion, the committee lost quorum and agreed to reschedule this item on
the next agenda as the first item of business.

That Transportation Committee recommend Council direct staff to take no further
action in the investigation of noise attenuation fencing options along Pleasant Park,
Mountbatten, Blossom Drive and Lamira Street, abutting the Southeast Transitway,
as the investigation has not provided an alternative which has the consensus of all the
residents.

DEFERRED


